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Important information 
 
This document is Part B of the Managed Investment Account 
Service Product Disclosure Statement ("PDS") and issued by 
Primary Securities Ltd. PDS Part A is dated 11 May 2016.  
This PDS Part B is dated 14 June 2018 and replaces the 
previous PDS issued on 29 June 2017 in relation to the 
Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio. 
 
This Part B Product Disclosure Statement should be read in 
conjunction with the Part A Product Disclosure Statement of 
the Managed Investment Account Service.  
 
To ensure that you receive a copy of all available Part B 
Product Disclosure Statements you should ask your adviser 
about which model portfolios are available.  
 
Primary Securities Ltd (referred to in this PDS as “the 
Responsible Entity”, “Primary”, “we”, “our” or “us”) is the 
responsible entity of the Managed Investment Account 
Service (referred to in this PDS as “the Service”) and the 
Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio (referred to in this 
PDS Part B as the “Model Portfolio”) and is the issuer of 
this PDS. 
 
None of Primary or any Investment Manager assures or 
guarantees the success of the Service or any of the model 
portfolio programs or the Summit Wealth Growth Model 
Portfolio or the repayment of capital or a particular rate of 
return, income or capital. 
 
The information contained in this PDS is general information 
only and does not take into account your individual 
objectives, financial situation, needs or circumstances. You 
should assess together with your financial adviser whether 
investing in the Service is appropriate for you having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation, needs and 

circumstances.
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Managed Investment Account Service: contact details 
 

General enquiries: (+61) 8 9430 5262 
Enquiries about applications or withdrawals:  (08) 9430 5262 
Email enquiries: mias@primarysecurities.com.au 
 
The name and contact details of the responsible entity are: 
 
Primary Securities Ltd 
ABN 96 089 812 635 
3 Shuffrey Street 
FREMANTLE WA 6160 
Fax: (08) 9430 5552 
Email: mias@primarysecurities.com.au 
Website: www.primarysecurities.com.au/ 
 
Name of Model Portfolio in this PDS – Part B: 
 
Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio 
 
The name and contact details of the Investment Manager are: 
 
Summit Wealth Management Pty Ltd 
ABN 45 130 409 951 
Corporate Authorised Representative No. 1239222 
Email: contact@summitwealth.com.au  
Website: www.summitwealth.com.au 
Phone: (07) 3194 3590 
 
None of the above guarantee the repayment of capital or the performance of the managed account service offered for subscription 
in this PDS. 

mailto:contact@summitwealth.com.au
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Section 1:  THE SUMMIT WEALTH GROWTH MODEL PORTFOLIO: BENCHMARK AND DISCLOSURE PRINCIPLES 

 

Benchmark and Disclosure principles 
 
ASIC requires hedge funds and managed account services that operate like hedge funds to disclose information against a number 
of stated benchmarks and disclosure principles. The below information summarises some important information consistent with 
ASIC requirements. 
 
Please note in this section the reference to „Benchmark‟ represents a criterion set by ASIC and does not relate to the widely used 
term used within the financial market as a performance indicator. 
 
The main features of the Model Portfolio are contained below. 
 

Benchmark 1 
 
Valuation of Assets 

This PDS – Part B only applies to the Model Portfolio. This benchmark addresses whether 
valuations of the hedge fund‟s non-exchange traded assets are provided by an 
independent administrator or an independent valuation service provider.   
 
There are no non-exchange assets and therefore the Model Portfolio meets this 
Benchmark. 
 
All Assets are exchange assets and therefore exchanged valued as at the end of the global 
trade on a relevant day.  This means the value is not determined until the last exchange 
has closed on a particular day (usually the US exchanges). 

Benchmark 2 
 
Periodic Reporting 

This benchmark addresses whether Primary will provide periodic disclosure of certain key 
information in relation to the Model Portfolio. 
 
The platform provided by Interactive Brokers LLC allows Members to access their Portfolios 
on a daily basis.   
 
Members log into their Accounts using the Login menu on the IB website. 
 
In addition, Primary, through Interactive Brokers LLC provides an Annual Statement and a 
Dividend Report. 
 
Interactive Broker clients also receive access to account management system and 
reporting to access current account portfolio in real time. 

Disclosure Principle 1 
 
Investment strategy 

The Model Portfolio is designed for investors who wish to have their investing and trading 
strategies managed by the Investment Manager. 
  
The Model Portfolio investment objective is to provide a well-diversified investment 
exposure to equity markets, through investments in securities (including ETF‟s) and 
derivatives.  
 
Securities will be predominately large capitalisation stocks, more than $1 billion and will 
therefore have a high degree of market liquidity. 
   
ETF‟s will be used to gain a broader sector exposure for both investing and hedging 
purposes. ETF‟s with a maximum of two times leverage may be used.  
 
There will be no leverage used in the operation of the Model Portfolio (i.e. no borrowing) 

with the exception of the above. 
 
The Model Portfolio has the ability to provide investors access to international investments. 
Investing overseas provides investment opportunities not available in Australia.  
Investments in different countries and markets can help diversify the portfolio. This should 
mean that a slowdown in one country will have a smaller impact on your overall portfolio. 
International investing lets the Investment Manager take advantage of potential for growth 
in foreign countries, especially in emerging markets. 
 
It's important to remember that while some countries may have higher growth and 
potential returns, they can have a higher level of risk. Securities/ETFs that invest in 
emerging markets will be purchased using ETFs that are traded on the ASX and US Tier 1 
exchanges only. The maximum exposure to emerging markets will be 30% of NAV.  
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The Investment Committee will employ a combination of fundamental and technical 
analysis.  A top down investment approach is taken by examining economic trends, Macro-
economic variables such as the global economy and individual country statistics such as 
national GDP, trade balances, currency movements, inflation, interest rates, and 

commodity price trends are used to determine where to invest and in what types of assets. 
Technical analysis is then used to determine price trends and asset price management.   
 
Based on these variables, top-down investors reallocate monetary assets to earn capital 
gains from efficient asset allocation, rather than by analysing and betting on specific 
companies. For example, if economic growth in Asia is better than the domestic growth in 
Australia, the Model Portfolio might shift some assets internationally by purchasing ETFs 
that track specific Asian countries. 
 
The idea in a top down approach is to weigh broad macro variables and then shift 
investments accordingly i.e. to make money by shifting assets rather than by analysing 
individual stocks or securities.    
 
The Model Portfolio will have a maximum exposure of 10% to a single stock or 30% to a 
given sector. 
 

Typically, it is expected that between 10 and 20 holdings of securities and ETFs, will be 
held at any one time to allow for greater investment flexibility and diversification.  This 
means that individual holding risk is minimised. 
 
At no time will the Model Portfolio engage in Margin Lending. 
   
Derivatives such as options and futures may be used for capital preservation in the event 
of a market downturn. Due to the leveraged nature of these derivatives, no more than 
10% of Net Asset value will be allocated to the purchase of these derivatives.  
 

Disclosure Principle 2 
 
Investment Manager and 
Investment Committee 

The Investment Manager is Summit Wealth Management Pty Ltd which is a Corporate 
Authorised Representative of Primary Securities Ltd (AFSL 224107). The Investment 
Manager promotes a culture of accountability and high performance with oversight from a 
formal corporate governance structure, delivered through an experienced Investment 
committee. The Investment Committee which makes the investment decisions comprises 
Alastair Kennelly (Director), Dean Smith and Robert Parr. See Section 3 for more details. 

 

Disclosure Principle 3 
 
Managed Account Structure 
 
 

The managed account service is a registered managed investment scheme called Managed 
Investment Account Service (ARSN 164 487 389). 
 
The Responsible Entity of the managed account service is Primary Securities Ltd (AFSL 
224107). 
 
Within the managed account service are a number of Investment Mandates of which the 
Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio is but one. 
 
Each Member‟s portfolio is held by the Member directly on the Interactive Brokers' 
platform. 
 
Interactive Brokers LLC headquarters are in Greenwich, Connecticut.  For further details 
regarding Interactive Brokers see Section 4 Custodian. 

 
Banking Accounts are held with HSBC. 
 
Audits are conducted by LNP Audit and Assurance. 
 
This is not a pooled scheme.  This means the Application Money you pay pursuant to this 
PDS – Part B will be held in an Account with Interactive Brokers LLC and invested in 
accordance with this Model Portfolio. 
 
All Dividends (less the Fees) received from the Assets in Your Account will be paid into 
Your Account.   
 
If you wish to withdraw from this Model Portfolio you do so by contacting Primary to: 
 
1. provide you with a redemption form for completion; 
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2. (after receipt of the completed redemption form, liquidate the Assets 

(investments) held by Interactive Brokers on your behalf) pay the amounts 
received by Primary Securities Ltd (less Fees) into your nominated bank 

account; 
3. pay any Cash held in Your Account to your nominated bank account after the 

end of month. 
 
Primary is the only entity entitled to the payment of the Fees described in “Section 7: 
Fees” but pursuant to the Investment Management Agreement entered into between 
Primary and the Investment Manager, the Investment Manager is entitled to 1.23% 
including GST of the Administration Fees received by Primary and 100% of the 
Performance Fees received by the Responsible Entity. 

Disclosure Principle 4 
 
Valuation, Location and Custody 
of Assets 

The Model Portfolio, invests predominately in Australian and U.S. equities and their 
derivatives including Exchange Traded Funds which are selected using a fundamental top 
down approach incorporating technical analysis and is actively managed by the Investment 
Manager. Assets are held within the Interactive Brokers LLC platform. 
 
Assets are held by a custodian, Interactive Brokers LLC which is US based. Each Member‟s 

Assets are held directly in the Member‟s Account on the Interactive Brokers' platform. 
 
Any Cash will be held in Your Account with Interactive Brokers LLC as the custodian in a 
HSBC bank account. 
 
All Assets (except Cash) are exchange traded and valued accordingly. 
 
All money is held in either Australian or US currency and all Assets are bought and sold in 
either of those currencies. 
 
Asset Allocation Targets 
 
It is expected that between 10 and 20 stocks, and ETFs can be held in the portfolio at any 
one time which means that individual stock risk is minimised. 
 

Assets MIN Max 

Cash 0% 100% 

ASX Listed Securities 
including ETF’s and 
Derivatives  

0% 100% 

U.S. listed Securities 
including ETF’s and 
Derivatives 

0% 100% 

 

Disclosure Principle 5 
 
Liquidity 

Applications and withdrawals in Your Account are processed upon written request to 
Primary. 
 
This is not a pooled fund. 
 
If you wish to withdraw from this Model Portfolio you do so by instructing Primary who will 
provide you with a redemption form for completion, then once the completed redemption 
form is received by Primary, Primary will then liquidate the Assets (investments) held by 
you in Your Account held by Interactive Brokers on your behalf. 
 
Primary and the Investment Manager reasonably expect that given the nature of the 
Assets to be held by you (that being Exchange Traded), the Managed Investment Account 
Service will be able to realise at least 80% of your Assets within a 10 day period at the 
value ascribed to those Assets in calculating the Account Value at the relevant month‟s 
end. 

Disclosure Principle 6 
 
Leverage 

The Model Portfolio does not use leverage or borrowings as its dominant purpose of 
making a financial investment or investment return. 
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Disclosure Principle 7 
 
Derivatives 

The main reason for using Derivatives is as a means of negating or managing risk either to 
a particular equity or the market as a whole or for investment purposes.  The intent is to 
use Australian and USA registered Stock Exchange derivatives that are Exchange Traded 
Options (ETOs) or Exchange Traded Index Futures that are readily available and liquid and 

tradable on the Interactive Broker trading platform. 
 
Most Derivatives are leveraged instruments that only require a small percentage of the 
face value of the investment required to be deposited. However, the price movement 
reflects the face value of the Derivative, which means that the profits and losses can be 
magnified substantially. There is also the risk that the value of Derivatives fails to move in 
line with the underlying asset. 
 

Disclosure Principle 8 
 
Short Selling 

The Model Portfolio will not engage in selling securities short.   
 
Short Selling allows the investor to profit from declines in market prices to the extent such 
declines exceed the transaction costs and the costs of borrowing the securities. A short 
sale creates the risk of an unlimited loss, as the price of the underlying security could 
theoretically increase without limit, thus increasing the cost of buying those securities to 
cover the short position. There can be no assurance that the securities necessary to cover 

a short position will be available for purchase. Purchasing securities to close out the short 
position can itself cause the price of the securities to rise further, thereby exacerbating any 
loss. There are risks associated with short selling. Short Selling risks are generally 
managed through the use of strategies such as:  
 stop loss limits (selling or buying a security when it reaches a certain price)  

 pair trades (short positions are offset by also taking a long position in similar 
securities) and  

Funding shorts (receiving capital on short positions with the aim of increasing overall net 
long exposure).  

Disclosure Principle 9 
 
Withdrawals 

Withdrawals will be processed upon written request to Primary who will issue you with a 
redemption form for completion and return.   
 
The Investment Manager will be notified to liquidate any or all open positions in Your 
Account. 
 
Primary and the Investment Manager reasonably expect that given the nature of the assets 
held (being Exchange Traded), that the Managed Investment Account Service will be able 
to realise at least 80% of the Assets in Your Account within a 10 day period at the value 
ascribed to those Assets in calculating the Account Value at the relevant month‟s end. 
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Section 2: Overview  
 

Investment Purpose The Model Portfolio aims to allocate up to 30% in income equity based assets and 

70% in growth assets.  
 
Securities will be predominately large cap stocks with a capitalisation in excess of 
$1 billion and therefore should have a high degree of market liquidity. 
 
ETFs will be used to gain a broader sector exposure for both investing and 
hedging purposes. 
 
Specifically investors will gain exposure to both Australian and U.S. equities and 
derivative products with security selection based on technical and fundamental 
analysis. 
 
It is for investors who are seeking an actively managed portfolio and have a 
medium to longer term outlook (3 to 5 years) and who are willing to accept the 
risk of market fluctuations in the shorter term as well as potentially in the longer 
term. 

Investment objective The Model Portfolio aims to provide investors with the ability for Australians to 
access international investments. Investing overseas provides investment 
opportunities not available in Australia and will help diversify the Model Portfolio. 
The investment objective is to outperform the RBA Cash rate with a nominal 
target of 5.5% p.a net of fees. There is no guarantee offered on future 
performance. 

Investment Mandate 1. The investment objective is to provide a well-diversified investment exposure 
to equity markets, through listed securities including ETF‟s and derivatives.   
 

2. Securities will be predominately large capitalisation stocks, more than $1 
billion and therefore a high degree of market liquidity 
 

3. ETF‟s will be used to gain a broader sector exposure for both investing and 
hedging purposes. ETF‟s with a maximum of two times leverage may be 
used. 

 
4. Derivatives such as options and futures may be used for capital preservation 

in the event of a market downturn. Due to the leveraged nature of these 
derivatives, no more than 10% of Net Asset value will be allocated to the 
purchase of these derivatives. 

 
5. The portfolio will have a maximum exposure of 10% to a single stock or 30% 

to a sector. 
 

6. A top down investment approach is taken by examining economic trends, 
Macro-economic variables such as the global economy and individual country 
statistics such as national GDP, trade balances, currency movements, 
inflation, interest rates, and commodity price trends are used to determine 
where to invest and in what types of assets. Technical Analysis is then used 
to determine price trends and asset price management.   

 

Risk All investments have an inherent level of risk. You should read the section headed 
“Significant risks” in Section 3 of the Part A Product Disclosure Statement. 

Performance Returns Performance data for the Model Portfolio will be part of the regular reports sent to 
you. 
 
As this is a relatively new managed account service, there are no meaningful past 
performance figures available.  
 
Performance data for the Model Portfolio can be obtained by contacting Primary 
on (08) 9430 5262. 
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Management/Administration 
Fee 

2% per annum (inclusive of GST) of the total account value as at the last 
Australian trading day of the month, charged monthly in arrears and non-
refundable. 

Minimum initial investment $50,000.00 is the minimum initial investment amount. 

Minimum Account Balance $30,000.00 is the minimum account balance. 

Minimum additional 
investment 

Deposit amounts must be multiples of $5,000. 

Minimum Withdrawal  $1,000 subject to the minimum Account Balance being maintained. 

Performance Fee 20% of the increase in the Model Portfolio‟s Value in a given Quarter, subject to 
that Model Portfolio‟s Value surpassing the highest previously achieved Model 
Portfolio‟s Value when a Performance Fee was last payable (High Water-Mark). 

 

Section 3: Investment Manager Profile 
 
The Model Portfolio is a managed Account offered through the Managed Investment Account Service. It consists of a portfolio of 
both Australian and U.S. equities and derivatives which are selected using fundamental and technical analysis and is actively 
managed by the Investment Manager, Summit Wealth Management Pty Ltd. 
 
Investment Manager Profile: 
 
The Investment Manager is Summit Wealth Management Pty Ltd which is a Corporate Authorised Representative of Primary 
Securities Ltd (AFSL 224107). Summit Wealth Management promotes a culture of accountability and high performance with 
oversight from a formal corporate governance structure, delivered through an experienced Investment committee. The Investment 
Committee which makes the investment decisions comprises Alastair Kennelly (Director), Dean Smith and Robert Parr. 
 
Alastair Kennelly 
Alastair has 16 years‟ experience in the area of share market education and trading.  He is adept at implementing innovative 
practices and procedures to improve efficiencies. Since 2008 Alastair has held senior positions in financial services companies. 

Alastair originally founded Summit Wealth Management with a belief that investment opportunities over a medium to longer term 
can be enhanced by focusing on a global theme. Alastair holds a Diploma of Financial Planning, Foreign Exchange, Securities and 
Derivative qualifications. 
 
Dean Smith 
Dean Smith has 14 years‟ experience in financial markets and specialises in Australian and International Equities and their 
derivatives. Dean was a member of the Australian Technical Analyst Association (ATAA) for 9 years, Past ATAA Queensland chapter 
President for 2 years and Past ATAA National Director for 1 year. Dean is a regular presenter to national organisations such as the 
Australian Investors Association, Australian Shareholders Association, ATAA, Sunday Traders Club and other interest groups around 
the country. 
 
Dean joined the financial services industry in 2009 and has a Diploma of Financial Services, Accredited Derivatives Advisor Level 1 
and Accredited Derivatives Advisor Level 2.  
 
Dean is the administrator to the scheme: Managed Investment Account Service ARSN 164 487 389. 
 
Robert Parr 
Robert Parr has 8 years‟ experience in financial markets, with a key focus on both Australian and US Equities and derivatives. 
Roberts‟ key role to provide trading and investment analytics and advice to investors across varied asset classes allowing informed 
decisions on adjusting and updating client portfolios.  
 
Robert has Diploma of Financial Services (Financial planning) (RG 146), Accredited Derivatives Advisor Level 1,  Accredited 
Derivatives Advisor Level 2, Investment planning DFS 1 and Managed Investments, Securities and derivatives (DFS 4) 
 

Section 4:  Custodian 
 
Primary as your agent will, on your behalf, open an Account with Interactive Brokers LLC.  Any Cash including the Application 
Money will be held in a bank account with HSBC in the name of Interactive Brokers LLC as custodian on your behalf (Your 
Account).  Any financial products purchased from funds held in Your Account will also be held by Interactive Brokers LLC on your 
behalf.  
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Primary and the Investment Manager will arrange for you to pay the Application Money directly into the Custodian‟s bank account.  
Once the Assets are acquired they will be held by Interactive Brokers on your behalf. 

 
Section 5:  Investment Strategy  
 
The Model Portfolio investment objective is to provide a well-diversified investment exposure to equity markets, through securities 
(including ETF‟s) and derivatives.    
 
Securities will be predominately large capitalisation stocks, more than $1 billion and will therefore have a high degree of market 
liquidity.  
 
ETF‟s will be used to gain a broader sector exposure for both investing and hedging purposes. ETF‟s with a maximum of two times 
leverage may be used. 
 
There will be no leverage used in the operation of the Model Portfolio (i.e. no borrowing) with the exception of the above. 
 
The Model Portfolio aims to provide investors access to international investments. Investing overseas provides investment 
opportunities not available in Australia.  Investments over different countries and markets can help diversify the portfolio. This 
should mean that a slowdown in one country will have a smaller impact on your overall portfolio. International investing lets the 
Investment Manager take advantage of potential for growth in foreign countries, especially in emerging markets. 

 
It's important to remember that while some countries may have higher growth and potential returns, they can have a higher level 
of risk. These assets will be purchased through ETFs and traded on the ASX and US Tier 1 exchanges only, with a maximum 
exposure of 30% of NAV.  
  
The Investment Committee will primarily look for investments including ETFs traded on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) 
which have an inbuilt currency hedge to the Australian dollar to reduce currency risk for ETF‟s whose underlying assets are based 
in a foreign currency.  The Investment Committee may decide to invest in US tier 1 exchanges to access opportunities not available 
on the ASX, such as specific international equities, indices, ETFs and other global assets through the use of ETF‟s. 
 
The Investment Committee will employ a combination of fundamental and technical analysis.  A top down investment approach is 
taken by examining economic trends, macro-economic variables such as the global economy and individual country statistics such 
as national GDP, trade balances, currency movements, inflation, interest rates, and commodity price trends are used to determine 
where to invest and in what types of assets. Technical analysis is then used to determine price trends and asset price 
management.  
 
Based on these variables, top-down investors reallocate monetary assets to earn capital gains from efficient asset allocation, rather 

than by analysing and betting on specific companies. For example, if economic growth in Asia is better than the domestic growth in 
Australia, the Model Portfolio might shift some assets internationally by purchasing ETFs that track specific Asian countries.  
 
The idea in a top down approach is to weigh broad macro variables and then shift investments accordingly i.e. to make money by 
shifting assets rather than by analysing individual stocks or securities.    
 
The Model Portfolio will have a maximum exposure of 10% to a single stock or 30% to a given sector. Typically, it is expected that 
between 10 and 20 stocks, and ETFs, will be held to allow for greater investment flexibility and diversification.  This means that 
individual stock risk is minimised. 
 
At no time will the Model Portfolio engage in Margin Lending.   
 
Derivatives such as options and futures may be used for capital preservation in the event of a market downturn.  Due to the 
leveraged nature of these derivatives, no more than 10% of Net Asset value will be allocated to the purchase of these derivatives.  
 

Section 6:  Risk 
 
All investments have an inherent level of risk including but not limited to; 
 
1) Portfolio investment risk 
2) Market risk 
3) Regulatory risk 
4) Diversification risk 
5) Scheme risk 
 
You should read the section headed “Significant risks” in Section 3 of the Part A Product Disclosure Statement. 
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Section 7: Key Terms and Glossary 
 

The following words and expressions have the following meanings in this PDS unless the context requires otherwise: 
 

A$ Means Australian dollars 

Account 

Means the account established under this Managed Investment 
Account Service – The Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio and 
opened in accordance with this PDS – Part B which account is held in 
your name by Interactive Brokers LLC and can be viewed by you on 
their platform.  

Account Value 

Means the value of Your Account (including Cash) as determined by 
Interactive Brokers LLC (and when valuing financial products, the 
value is based on the last trade in the financial product and not on the 
purchase paid for the financial product in Your Account). 

Adviser 

Means the financial adviser identified in your Application Form who 
must be an Authorised Representative of an AFS licensee authorised to 
provide financial product advice to retail clients. 

Application Form Means the Application Form accompanying this PDS 

ASIC Means the Australian Securities and Investment commission 

ASX Means the Australian Securities Exchange 

Assets 
Means all the assets including cash and financial products in Your 
Account. 

Cash 
Means any funds in Your Account which have not been converted 
into financial products. 

Corporations act Means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 

Derivative 

A derivative is a security with a price that is dependent upon or 
derived from one or more underlying assets. The derivative itself is a 
contract between two or more parties based upon the asset or assets. 
Its value is determined by fluctuations in the underlying asset. The 
most common underlying assets include stocks, bonds, commodities, 
currencies, interest rates and market indexes.  
 
The main reason for using Derivatives is as a means of negating or 
managing risk either to a particular equity or the market as a whole or 
for investment purposes. 
 
Most Derivatives are leveraged instruments that only require a small 
percentage of the face value of the investment required to be 
deposited. However, the price movement reflects the face value of the 
Derivative, which means that the profits and losses can be magnified 
substantially. There is also the risk that the value of Derivatives fails to 
move in line with the underlying asset. 
 

Dividend 
A sum of money paid by a company to its shareholders out of its 
profits (or reserves). 

Exchange-Traded Fund 
(ETF) 

An ETF, or exchange traded fund, is a marketable security that tracks 
an index, a commodity, bonds, or a basket of assets like an index 
fund. Unlike mutual funds, an ETF trades like a common stock on a 
stock exchange. ETFs experience price changes throughout the day as 
they are bought and sold. ETFs typically have higher daily liquidity and 
lower fees than mutual fund shares, making them an attractive 
alternative for individual investors. 

GAV 
Means the gross asset value of Your Account being the value of all 
Assets of Your Account before calculating the Performance Fee 
(without deducting any liabilities such as debt funding). 

GST 
Goods and Services Tax as defined in A New Tax System 
(Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999. 

High Water Mark 

Means highest previously achieved Model Portfolio‟s Value when a 
Performance Fee was last payable adjusted for investment additions 
and withdrawals.  For example, if a performance fee is paid when 
the Account Value is $10,000.00, if at the next Quarter the Account 
Value is only $9,000.00, no Performance Fee will be payable, 
despite the Account Value reaching $15,000.00 during the Fee 
Period.  Until the Account Value is again at $10,000 no Performance 
Fee is payable. 

Investment Manager Summit Wealth Management Pty Ltd ABN 45 130 409 951 
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Investment Mandate 
This means The Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio (for the 
purpose or this Part B PDS). 

Leverage 

The use of various financial instruments which enable a Client to 
outlay a small amount (in the form of margin) to secure an 
exposure to the full face value of the financial instrument to 
increase the potential return of an investment. 

Margin Lending 

Borrowing money to increase the size of your investment portfolio 
can allow you to grow your portfolio at a faster rate and, depending 
on your investment, may earn more dividends or alternatively the 
platform provider may allow for the value of the shares held to fund 
the purchase and margin requirements of the hedging products. 

Model Portfolio  

Within the Managed Investment Account Service are a number of 
model portfolios each of which has different investment objectives and 
use different investment strategies, one of which is the Model Portfolio 
known as The Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio which is 
described in this PDS – Part B. 

Month Means calendar month ending on the last Day of the month. 

Managed Investment 
Account  Service 

Means the registered managed investment scheme Managed 
Investment Account Service ARSN 164 487 389 

Management/Administration 

Fee 

Is the fee so called described as the Management/Administration 

fee in Section 7: Fees and other costs 

Open Positions 
This is a generic term to describe ownership of any type of financial 
product such as securities or derivatives. 

Pay Date 
Means the date upon which a Dividend is paid as distinct from the 
date upon which it is declared. 

Performance Fee 
Is the fee so called described as the Performance Fee in Section 7: 
Fees and other costs 

PDS This Product Disclosure Statement. 

Positions See definition of “Open Positions” 

Responsible Entity  Primary Securities Ltd ABN 96 089 812 635 AFSL 224107 

Service 

Means the registered managed investment scheme called Managed 
Investment Account Service ARSN 164 487 389 which this Model 
Portfolio forms part.  

Your Account  Means the account held by Interactive Brokers LLC in your name. 
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Section 8: Fees and other costs 
 

DID YOU KNOW? 

Small differences in both investment performance and fees and costs can have a substantial impact on your 
long term returns. 

You should consider whether features such as superior investment performance or the provision of better 
member services justify higher fees and costs. 

 

TO FIND OUT MORE 

If you would like to find out more, or see the impact of the fees based on your own circumstances, the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) website www.moneysmart.gov.au has a managed investment fee 
calculator to help you research different fee options. 

 
This document shows fees and other costs that you may be charged. These fees and costs may be deducted from the returns on 
your investment or from Your Account. Brief details about taxes are set out in Section 8 of Part A of the PDS. You should read all 
the information about fees and costs because it is important to understand their impact on your investment. 
 

Unless otherwise stated, all fees in this PDS (Parts A and B) are in Australian dollars and are inclusive of Goods and Services Tax 
(GST). 
 

TYPE OF FEE OR COST AMOUNT HOW AND WHEN 
PAID  

Establishment fee 

The fee to open your investment 

Nil n/a 

Contribution fee 

The fee on each amount contributed to 
your investment  

Nil n/a 

Withdrawal fee 

The fee on each amount you take out of 
your investment 

Nil n/a 

Termination fee 

The fee to close your investment 

Nil n/a 

Adviser commission Nil 

 

n/a 

 

Management Fee/Administration Fee 

  

2% per annum (inclusive of GST) 
of the total account value as at 
the last Australian trading day of 
the month, charged monthly in 
arrears and be non-refundable. 

The fee on the Account 
Value is calculated as 
at the last trading day 
of the month and initial 
investment amount and 
payable monthly in 
arrears. 

Performance Fee 20% (inclusive of GST) of the 

increase in the Model Portfolio‟s 
Value in a given Quarter, subject 
to that Model Portfolio‟s Value 
surpassing the highest previously 
achieved Model Portfolio‟s Value 
when a Performance Fee was last 
payable (High Water-Mark) taking 
into consideration any additional 
investments or withdrawals made 
by the Member.  

Subject to the Model 

Portfolio reaching the 
High Water Mark. The 
Performance Fee is 
calculated, accrued and 
payable Quarterly from 
the account‟s assets, 
first out of income and 
then out of capital.  
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Section 9: Additional explanation of 
fees and costs 
 

Management Fee/Administration Fee 
 
The Management/Administration Fee covers the cost of 
administration, statutory reports, audits and bank fees. The 
fee on the investment is calculated and payable monthly in 
arrears for each month, is non-refundable and paid to the 
Responsible Entity, Primary Securities Ltd. The fees on 
additional investments are calculated and payable, in arrears 
on a monthly basis for each of the 12 months in a calendar 
year. 
 
The Management Fee/Administration Fee for this model 
portfolio is 2% per annum (inclusive of GST) of the total 
Account Value as at the last Australian trading day of the 
month. 
 
Performance Fee 
 

The Performance Fee is 20% (inclusive of GST) of the 
increase in the Model Portfolio‟s Value in a given Quarter, 
subject to that Model Portfolio‟s Value surpassing the highest 
previously achieved Model Portfolio‟s Value when a 
Performance Fee was last payable (High Water-Mark) 
adjusted for investment additions and withdrawals. 

This means if the Model Portfolio‟s Value does not reach the 
highest value of the Model Portfolio when the Performance 
Fee is payable no Performance Fee will be paid. 

Subject to the Model Portfolio reaching the High Water Mark 
it is calculated, accrued and payable Quarterly from the 
Account‟s Assets, first out of income (Cash) held in Your 
Account and then out of capital and is deducted from Your 

Account on the first business day following month end. 

The Responsible Entity may share this fee, if this has been 
agreed with the Investment Manager. 
 
If you withdraw all funds from The Summit Wealth Growth 
Model Portfolio, the Investment Manager‟s fee calculated and 
accrued as at that date will become payable. This includes 
the Performance Fee, if any. 
 
Taxes 
 
We may deduct applicable taxes from Your Account. Refer to 
Section 8 of the Part A PDS for further information. 
 
Transactional and operational costs 
 
Transaction costs cover the costs of buying and selling 
investments in Your Account, primarily brokerage but may 
include Government taxes, bank charges and stamp duty (if 
any). These costs are incurred when transactions are 
effected. 
 
If transaction costs are incurred in relation to more than one 
investor‟s account, they will be allocated pro rata across all 
affected accounts. The Service is expecting to take 
advantage of competitive brokerage rates. 

Can fees and charges change? 
 
All fees and charges can change.  
 
The Constitution sets the fees we are entitled to charge. The 
Constitution restricts the Responsible Entity to a maximum 
fee of 2% of the funds under management.  
 
The fees applicable to your investment are set out in this 
Part B PDS. Although we have the right to change our fee 
structure, we have no present intention to do so. If we do, a 
minimum of 30 days‟ notice of the increase will be given.  
We can notify you by posting the information on our website 
and by email or referring to this in Your Account. 
 
Individual fee arrangements and service provider 
arrangements 
 
We may pay some of our fees to dealer groups who 
distribute the Service or to “wholesale clients” including 
“professional investors” (as defined in the Corporations Act) 
so that in effect they pay lower overall fees. This is generally 
because they invest very large amounts of money in the 
Service.  
 
We may also, at our discretion, enter into a variety of 
arrangements with service providers such as master fund 
operators which may involve us making payments to, and 
providing services to, these operators in return for the 
promotion of the Service. Such payments may be one-off 
payments or on-going payments based on a percentage of 
funds under management. These payments are paid out of 
our fees and are not an additional cost to the investor. 
 
Further details on these payments (if any) may be obtained 
directly from your adviser, master fund operator. 

Additionally, we may provide alternative forms of 
remuneration which include professional development, 
sponsorship and entertainment to licensed financial advisers, 
dealer groups and master fund operators. 
 
If such benefits are provided, they are payable by us and are 
not an additional cost to you. We will maintain a public 
register of alternative forms of remuneration. 
 
Please contact us if you wish to inspect this register. 
 
We may also individually negotiate fees with investors 
classed as “wholesale” or “professional” investors on the 
basis of the value of their investments. We may also offer 
reduced fees to employees of the responsible entity and its 
related bodies corporate. We cannot enter into individual fee 
arrangements with other investors. 
 
Interest on Application Moneys 
 
If for any reason your Application to participate in the 
service is not immediately accepted when your Application 
money is received, your Application Money will be placed 
into a bank account until it is transferred to your Service 
Account. We retain any interest paid on this bank account to 
cover the costs associated with maintaining it and for 
administrative convenience. 
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Section 10: Material Contracts 
 
Constitution 
A detailed description of the Constitution lodged with ASIC 
on 10 July 2013 and made by Avestra Asset Management 
Limited, as Responsible Entity, which Constitution was 
novated to Primary Securities Ltd when Primary became the 
responsible entity on 17 December 2015 is set out in PDS – 
Part A. 
 
Compliance Plan 
A detailed description of the Compliance Plan lodged with 
ASIC on 10 July 2013 and made by Avestra Asset 
Management Limited, as Responsible Entity, which 
Compliance Plan was novated to Primary Securities Ltd when 
Primary became the responsible entity on 17 December 2015 
is set out in PDS – Part A. 
 
Investment Management Agreement 
 
Primary has entered into an Investment Management 
Agreement with Summit Wealth Management Pty Ltd to 
manage the investments in Summit Wealth Growth Model 
Portfolio in accordance with the Investment Mandate for this 
Model Portfolio.  
 
The services of the Investment Manager are reviewed 
annually and may be terminated with immediate effect upon: 
(a) an Insolvency Event in relation to the Investment 
Manager; or (b) instructing the Sub-authorised 
Representatives to make Trade Executions which do not 
comply with the Investment Mandate; or (c) failing to 
remedy a breach of Investment Management Agreement 
within 10 days of notice thereof being provided by the 
Responsible Entity. 
 
The term of the Agreement is 3 years. 

 

Section 11: Additional Information 
 

How to Apply 
 
This PDS Part B is not a complete statement about the 
Managed Investment Account Service.  Before deciding to 
invest in The Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio, you 
should read Parts A and B of the PDS in full, and discuss the 
investment with your financial adviser to determine whether 
this is a suitable investment for you. 
 
To apply you will need to complete an Application Form 
contained in this PDS pack or by contacting Primary. 
 
No Assurance of Investment Performance or 
Suitability 
 
Investment in financial products involves risk. Past 
performance of financial products or indices is no assurance 
of their future performance. The performance of financial 
products (including hedging), portfolios and strategies, and 
the return of capital are not guaranteed or assured by 
Primary Securities Ltd or any other related entity or any of 
their respective directors or officers and employees. An 
investment in a financial product may have the potential for 
capital growth and income, but may also carry the risk that 
the total return on the investment may be less than the 
amount contributed directly by the investor. 
 

The information in this PDS Part B is produced without any 
consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation 
or particular needs of any person who may read it. Potential 
investors should obtain their own independent financial, legal 
and tax advice on investing through the Managed 

Investment Account Service or any particular financial 
product, portfolio or strategy. 
 
References in this PDS Part B 
 
References in this PDS Part B to data may rely on third 
parties over which Primary Securities Ltd has no control and 
for which Primary Securities Ltd accepts no responsibility. 
Information, opinions, historical performance, calculations or 
assessments of performance of financial products or markets 
rely on assumptions about tax, reinvestment, market 
performance, liquidity and other factors that will be 
important and may fluctuate over time. Prospective investors 
should not rely only on statements or references in this PDS 
Part B but should read the PDS Part A in full and seek their 
own independent advice and information about risks, 
assumptions and data assessment. 
 
Consent 

The Investment Manager has given, and has not before the 
issue of the PDS, withdrawn its written consent to be named 
herein, and to the statements made by or based on 
statements made by or about it in this PDS in the form and 
context in which they appear, as the Investment Manager of 
the Model Portfolio prior to the issue of this PDS. The 
Investment Manager has not been involved in the 
preparation of this PDS except on behalf of the Responsible 
Entity, nor had it caused or otherwise authorised the issue of 
this PDS, and neither the Investment Manager nor its 
employees or officers accept any responsibility arising in any 
way for errors or omissions in or from this PDS. 

 
The Investment Committee has given, and has not before 
the issue of the PDS, withdrawn its written consent to be 
named herein, and to the statements made by or based on 
statements made by or about it in this PDS in the form and 
context in which they appear, as the Investment Committee 
of the Model Portfolio prior to the issue of this PDS. The 
Investment Committee has not been involved in the 
preparation of this PDS except on behalf of the Responsible 
Entity, nor had it caused or otherwise authorised the issue of 
this PDS, and neither the Investment Committee nor its 
employees or officers accept any responsibility arising in any 
way for errors or omissions in or from this PDS. 
 
Primary Securities Ltd, its associates and their respective 
directors and other staff each declare that they, from time to 
time, may hold interests in financial products and/or 

brokerage, fees or other benefits from transactions arising as 
a result of information contained in this PDS Part B. 
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Section 12: Applications  
 
How to apply to the Managed Investment Account 
Service 
 
1.  Complete the Application Form provided with this 

PDS Part B. 
2. Forward the original of the Application Form to us. 
3. Payment by Electronic Funds Transfer to 

Interactive Brokers.  Account details will be 
notified to you once your Application is accepted. 

 
An Application may only be processed once the original 
documentation is received by us (or the custodian, if 
applicable) together with payment of the Application 
amount. 
 
Tax File Numbers (for Australian residents only) 
 
It is not compulsory to quote your Australian Tax File 
Number. However, if you do not supply your tax file number, 
tax may be required to be deducted from any distributions 
payable to you at the highest marginal rate and forwarded to 
the Australian Taxation Office. By supplying your TFN you 
give Primary Securities Ltd authority to hold the information 
in a secure manner and not to be used for any other 
purpose. 
 
Where to send the Application Form 
 
Primary Securities Ltd 
PO Box 732 
FREMANTLE WA 6959 
 
Or by fax to (08) 9430 5552. 
 
Or by email to mias@primarysecurities.com.au. 

 

Section 13: Investor authorisations, 
acknowledgements & agreements 
 
Authorisations 
 
Authorisations to your adviser 
To invest in the Service, you may invest yourself or via 
appointing an Authorised Representative (who will generally 
be your financial adviser) to provide instructions on your 
behalf to us. The authority of your Authorised Representative 
and terms and conditions of their appointment are set out 
below. 
 
We may waive this requirement for certain investors. 
 
By appointing your Authorised Representative, you are also 
giving us the authority to provide your Authorised 
Representative with information about Your Account.  
 
 
Investment authority to the responsible entity 
 
•  By investing in the Service and choosing the Summit 

Wealth Growth Model Portfolio you are providing us 
with a standing instruction to make investments on 
your behalf in accordance with the investment 
strategy and parameters described in this Part B PDS. 

•   Instructions to change the Summit Wealth Growth 
Model Portfolio or tailor your managed account will be 

accepted from your Authorised Representative on 
your behalf, although we reserve the right not to act 
on such instructions.  

• Additionally, you authorise us to move funds within 
Your Account as instructed by your Authorised 

Representative and as described in the PDS to 
facilitate the payment of fees and settlement of 
trades. 

•  This authority will continue until Your Account is 
closed. 

 
Email and fax instructions 
Instructions may be given to us by your Authorised 
Representative by email, in writing or by fax. Fraudulent and 
unauthorised instructions can be made by persons with 
access to Your Account details. Accordingly, you agree to 
release and indemnify us for all claims and demands arising 
as a result of our acting on what appeared to us to be bona 
fide instructions from your Authorised Representative.  
 
General declarations 
 
I/We: 
 
•  agree to be bound by the provisions of the 

constitution governing the Service, as amended from 
time to time. 

•  authorise and direct you to open an account in 
my/our name with Interactive Brokers LLC in relation 
to The Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio. 

•  transact on Your Account in accordance with this PDS-
Part B for the Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio. 

•  acknowledge and agree that neither the performance 
of The Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio offered 
through this PDS nor any particular rate of return 
from, nor any repayment of capital invested in the 
Summit Wealth Growth Model Portfolio is guaranteed 

by the Investment Manager, Summit Wealth 
Management Pty Ltd. 

•  acknowledge that my/our Account will be managed in 
accordance with The Summit Wealth Growth Model 
Portfolio. I/We have selected, and investments will be 
purchased and sold from my/our account to reflect 
any changes made to The Summit Wealth Growth 
Model Portfolio from time to time in accordance with 
the process outlined in the PDS. 

•  acknowledge that the Summit Wealth Growth Model 
Portfolio may cease to be offered at any time, further 
contributions may be discontinued, or the Summit 
Wealth Growth Model Portfolio terminated, and that 
any of these actions may result in some or all of 
my/our investments being realised. 

•  represent that I/we have access to the internet on a 
substantial and continuous basis. 

•  agree to receive any PDS and other information by 
email or by a hypertext link sent by email to my/our 
nominated email address, and to access and read this 
information/PDS. 

•  I/We agree to notify the responsible entity in writing 
of any change in my/our email address before or as 
soon as possible after the change. 

•  agree to the disclosure and use of information as 
contemplated in the section titled „Privacy‟ in this PDS. 

•  authorise the responsible entity to provide my/our 
financial adviser with information regarding my/our 
investments. 

•  where I/we have requested Margin Lending, 
acknowledge that the platform provider or the 
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custodian may allow for the value of the shares held 
to fund the purchase of the hedging products and 
therefore will enter into a Margin Lending agreement 
with Primary Securities Ltd.  

 

Appointment of an Authorised Representative 
 
This appointment is subject to the following terms and 
conditions. 
 
Your Authorised Representative will be permitted to: 
 
•  Sign or otherwise authorise an Application to invest; 
•  Provide all instructions relating to Your Account and 

all investments of Your Account including (without 
limitation) selecting and switching Managed 
Investment Account Services, making additional 
contributions, making withdrawals from Your Account, 
with the exception of changing your bank account 
details for any withdrawal instructions; 

•  Make enquiries regarding your investments and 
obtaining information about Your Account and all 
assets held in it; and 

•  Provide any instructions to the responsible entity of 
the Service in relation to Your Account on your behalf. 

 
Directions or an enquiry from a person who we have no 
reason to believe is not your Authorised Representative will 
be deemed to be your personal acts. We will continue to act 
upon any instructions from your Authorised Representative 
until we receive a written cancellation of the appointment. 
We may cancel or vary the terms of this appointment by 
giving you 14 days‟ notice. 
 
If your Authorised Representative is a company or 
partnership, any director, partner, or authorised officer of 
the Authorised Representative may exercise the powers of 

your Authorised Representative and the terms and conditions 
applicable to the appointment of your Authorised 
Representative will apply to that person as if they were the 
Authorised Representative. 
 
You release, discharge, and indemnify us and all of our 
successors and assigns from and against all losses, actions, 
liabilities, claims, demands, and proceedings arising from 
your appointment of an Authorised Representative and all 
acts matters and things done or purported to be done by an 
Authorised Representative even if not authorised by you and 
neither you nor any person claiming through you will have 
any claim or right against us or any of our successors and 
assigns in relation to any act, matter, or thing done or 
purported to be done by your Authorised Representative or 
any person purporting to be your Authorised Representative 
provided that we have no reasonable reason to believe that 
they were not your Authorised Representative at the relevant 
time. 
 
You agree that if a payment is requested, made, or received 
by your Authorised Representative, such payment constitutes 
a discharge of the obligations of us and neither you nor any 
person claiming through you will have any claim against us. 
 

Section 14: Important Information 
 
If you have received this PDS (and any supplementary 
documents) electronically we will provide a paper copy free 
of charge upon request. 
 
If you are printing an electronic copy of this PDS you must 
print all pages including the Application Forms. 
 
If you make this PDS available to another person you must 
give them the entire electronic file or printout. 
 
You cannot invest in The Summit Wealth Growth Model 
Portfolio unless you use the Application Form accompanying, 
either a paper or electronic copy of this PDS. 
 
If you have invested directly into the Service and are not a 
“Wholesale client” as defined in the Corporations Act, you 
are entitled to a 14 day cooling off period for Retail Investors 
ONLY during which time you may request the return of funds 
Invested and receive an amount equal to the amount that 
would have been issued on the day on which the 
Responsible Entity receives notice of your request. Please 
note that the amount returned to you may be greater or 
lesser than the amount initially invested, as it will be 
impacted by market movements in the Service‟s assets, 
applicable transaction costs and any non-refundable tax or 
duty paid or payable. 
 
 
 
 


